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Project Title

Street Address

City

Name

Mailing Address

City Postal Code

Country

Facsimile E-mail

Principal Designer

Name

Mailing Address

City Postal Code

Country Telephone

Facsimile E-mail

Please list those involved in the project and indicate their roles and areas of responsibility (e.g. engineers, contractors, economists, master
craftsmen, other architects, clients, etc.).  Please cite addresses and telephone numbers separately.

Name Role

Country

Telephone
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I.   IDENTIFICATION

II.   PERSONS RESPONSIBLE

A.   Architect/Planner

B.   Client

C.   Project Affiliates / Consultants



(please specify year and month)

 A. Commission

B. Design

C. Construction

 D. Occupancy

Remarks, if any:

(please indicate in square metres)

A. Total Site Area

B. Ground Floor Area

C.  Total Combined Floor Area
 including basement(s),ground floor(s) and all upper floors)

Remarks, if any:

(please specify the amounts in local currencies and provide the equivalents in US dollars.  Specify the dates and the rates of exchange
in US dollars at the time.)

A.  Total Initial Budget

B.  Cost of  Land

C.  Analysis of Actual Costs

   1. Infrastructure

   2. Labour

   3. Materials

   4. Landscaping

   5. Professional Fees

   6. Other

  D.  Total Actual Costs
        (without land)

  E. Actual Cost
       (per sq. meter)

Remarks, if any, on costs:

Amount in
Local Currency

Amount in
US dollars

Exchange Rate Date
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CompletionCommencement

Commencement Completion
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III.   TIMETABLE

IV.   AREAS AND SURFACES

V.   ECONOMICS
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VI.   PROJECT DESCRIPTION

VII.   MATERIALS, STRUCTURE, AND CONSTRUCTION



Name (please print)

Signature Date
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VIII.   PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT

Please note:  The submission of this Record is a prerequisite to candidacy for the Award.  All information contained in  and submitted
with the Record will be kept strictly confidential until announcement of the Award is made.  Subsequently, such material may be made
available by the Aga Khan Award for Architecture and you hereby grant the Aga Khan  Award for Architecture a non-exclusive
licence for the duration of the legal term of copyright (and all rights in the nature of copyright) in the Material submitted to reproduce
the Material or licence the reproduction of the same throughout the world.
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IMAGE IDENTIFICATION FORM

List each digital image (or photograph or slide) below, and specify the name of the photographer and the date of photography.  In the space designated
"Description", provide a description of the image in English or in French.  Also specify any copyright restrictions, if any.   You may substitute this
form with your own as long as the required information is included.
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Realization of the unique Program, General plan and Concept of restoration and use of the Kazan Kremlin at the given stage has approached an ensemble condition to adequate to its value and has allowed to receive the status of one of seven miracles of Russia by results of the All-Russia competition which was passing on-line. Today it is possible to say that the monument has revived and corresponds to the high status. The ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin became the sign object known outside of Russia. 
The modern Kazan Kremlin-it the administrative, museum, scientific, educational and tourist centre of Tatarstan. Simultaneously it carries out representative function: in a governor's palace the Republic of Tatarstan President residence, thus territory of the Kazan Kremlin settles down is opened for visiting. Realization of the program of restoration of ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin can be resulted as an example of harmonious interaction of the power and experts in business of preservation of a historical and cultural heritage. Attention of the President and the government of Republic Tatarstan, the mayor of Kazan to the program from the statement of the basic directions of the concept of preservation, restoration and use of ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin before consideration of the basic projects and assistance to work of two off-budget funds of revival of a mosque Kul- Sharif and restorations of the Blagoveshchensk cathedral have brought the invaluable contribution to restoration and development of ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin. Today it is possible to say that the monument has revived and corresponds to the high status. The ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin became the sign object known outside of Russia. The modern Kazan Kremlin carries out representative function: in a governor's palace the Republic Tatarstan president residence settles down. Realisation of the program of restoration of ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin can be resulted as an example of harmonious interaction of the power and experts in preservation of a historical and cultural heritage. Attention of President Republic of Tatarstan to the project from the statement of the basic directions of the concept of preservation, restoration and use of ensemble of the Kazan Kremlin before consideration of the basic projects and assistance to work of two off-budget funds of revival of a mosque Kul- Sharif and restorations of the Blagoveshchensk cathedral have brought the invaluable contribution to business of restoration and development of ensemble of If before the territory of the Kremlin was half-closed territory, the state and gloomy militarized zone last decade the territory of the Kazan Kremlin is opened for visiting, became well organized and arranged well. To celebrating of the 1000 anniversary of the basis of a city of Kazan in 2005 the part of towers and walls of the Kazan Kremlin, a complex of the Governor's palace with a memorial zone, a complex of the Gun court yard, the revived mosque of Kul-Sharif and the museum centre in a complex of Complex of the Cadet’s school buildings with Kul- Sharif Mosque and the Blagoveshchensk cathedral are finished and handed over. Revival of a mosque of Kul-Sharif and parallel restoration of the Blagoveshchenski cathedral wasa steel materialization a principle of balance of cultures and faiths in Tatarstan. Kul- Sharif Mosque's silhouette enriched panorama of Kazan Kremlin.
All territory of the Kazan Kremlin represents a museum open-air with identified material objects of all of 7 historical periods of the development, revealed as a result of archaeological and historic-town-planning researches. The Institute of history and the Center of archaeological researches of Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tatarstan situated on territory of the Kazan Kremlin. This scientific institutes closely co-operate with The state historical, architectural and art museum - reserve "the Kazan Kremlin". With their participation the memorial zone at a tower of Sjujumbeki with museefication of burial places of the Kazan khans is created, the tombstone #20with instructions of their names that has huge sacral value is put. In the Palace church constructed on a place of a mosque of Nur-Ali, the statehood Museum in which visitors learn about states of Volga Bulgarija, the Kazan khanate, Republic Tatarstan is organised. Together with a memorial zone it makes the big impression and is popular at the visitors, many visitors learn for the first time the information on a thousand-year history of statehood in territory of Tatarstan and the Average Volga region. In a complex of Cadet’s school the museum complex under the general name is created "National gallery ”Hazina”, in which enter: the centre “The Hermitage-Kazan”, the museum-memorial of the World War of 1941-1945, art gallery, a museum of natural history. The engineering infrastructure in territory of the Kazan Kremlin and adjoining territory is modernized. The tourist infrastructure up-to-date is created. The Kazan Kremlin became a favourite place of towncinizens and visitors of capital of Tatarstan, all newly married of Kazan and adjoining cities come to the Kremlin, in a Mosque of Kul Sharif read никах. Museums of the Kremlin visit huge streams of schoolboys, tourists and townsmen, the Hermitage centre uses a great popularity? Kazan? In a building of Cadet’s school and Islam Museum in Mosque of Kul-Sharif. In a museum of Islam visitors learn about Islam as world religions, about stories of penetration of Islam on territory of Tatarstan in beginning Х century, about “dzadidism” and the new-method schools, which have arisen for the first time in Tatarstan, about mosques of Russia and the world.
Now works on defensive works and on creation of an archaeological museum and restoration in complexes of the Spaso-Preobrazhenskiy monastery proceed. 
 Analysis of realization of projects showed, that measures, proposed in "The Basic Directions of the conception of preservation, restoration and use of the Kazan Kremlin ensemble and priority actions for its realisation" to 2010, was executed on 80%. It is result of activity of a considerable quantity of experts, the design-restoration complex has been organized, which joint activity allows to perform the planned works in target dates. The concept has been developed by the Union of architects with the assistance of Institute of History of Academy of sciences RT, the Kazan State University, the Kazan architecturally-building Academy. As a result of the tender the main designer on complexes of the Kazan Kremlin since 2003 is the firm "Tatinvesrgrazhdanproject", as subcontractors to complexes was Tatar special restoration board, Personal architectural workshop of S. Mamleeva, “VELP", ZABIR” and so on. Lot of licenced restoration firms took part in works on Kazan Kremlin complexes: Tatar special restoration board, Turkish firm "ODAK", "Antica”, special firms: “Soyuzshahtosushenie”, ‘Fundamentstroy” and so on.Institute of History of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tatarstan, the Kazan State University, the Kazan State Academy of Architecture and Civil Engineering, Architect's Union of Tatarstan took part in common work. In the course of work all felt participation in the decision of a historical problem of revival of the Kazan Kremlin.
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